AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE ABOUT YOUR MCKMPGEN1

Dear Valued Customer:

Thank you for purchasing the MCK for your Smith & Wesson M&P 9mm/40 Full Size/Compact, Gen 1.

As you will notice on your MCK box, the proper product number for this model is MCKMPGEN1 followed by a letter code for the color of your unit. Please note that even though you have the Gen 1 S&W M&P MCK, you might notice that “2.0” is stamped on your MCK chassis and charging handle. This is because our chassis and charging handles for the S&W M&P Gen1 and 2.0 are identical and both models are marked 2.0. THE ONLY DIFFERENCE in the two models is the handgun insertion hatch/door. Please see (Figure 1) below for an illustration on the differences between the handgun insertion hatch/door on the S&W M&P Gen1 and 2.0 MCKs. As illustrated in (Figure 1), the Gen1 handgun insertion hatch/door has no gun door tab while the 2.0-gun door has a tab with letters “S&W” stamped on it. Your model has been equipped with the Gen1 handgun insertion hatch/door.

(FIGURE 1):

We here at CAA USA want to thank you for your purchase and we hope you enjoy your Micro Conversion Kit for the S&W M&P Gen1! If you have any questions or comments, please do not hesitate to reach out to us at (754)205-9385 or by email at infousa@caagearup.com.